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ABSTRACT
Writing is one form of literacy foundation. This study aims to describe the type of writing based on words limits (the number of words). The word limit is essential for writers. When you need to summarize a text with a limited number of words, your key points will be more straightforward. As a result, you will find insignificant sentences. The method is the descriptive method. The number of words in the essays covered starts from 50 words, 100 words, 500 words, 750 words. Based on the word count, there are several essays with various arguments. Papers with a word count of 750 can be developed for children to adults for fun, habituation, and learning. This paper suggests that creating a unique website to facilitate personal writing activities made by Indonesians and applicable to all languages, ranging from 50 words to writing books, will facilitate students' skills.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Foundational literacies represent how students apply core skills to everyday tasks. These skills are the base upon which students need to build more advanced and equally important competencies and character qualities. This category consists of literacy (reading and writing), numeracy, scientific literacy, ICT literacy, financial literacy, and cultural and civic literacy [1].

Writing is one form of foundational literacy. Writing is one manifestation of literacy competence. Absorption of reading and one's knowledge will be expressed in writing. In writing, we can know someone's idea and focus on something. When someone writes, he will unconsciously use vocabulary close to his life and often uses it.

In writing, several limitations are used, starting from the theme or topic, the number of words, etc. In this study, the number of words that will be used is limited. Therefore, this study aims to describe the type of writing based on the number of words. This study is critical because the number of words is often neglected in Indonesian writing, even though a person will be more focused with a limit on the number of words. It is possible to use core words more than conjunctions. Writing based on the number of comments will increase the number of entries presented.

Concerning students, the content contained in student writing mainly contains things experienced by students. Thus they are close to everyday life—for example, activities at home, school activities, and social relationships in the family and community.

School-age children have different characteristics from younger children. He likes to play, move, socialize, wants to work in groups, and likes to feel or do things directly [2] [3]. The content of their writings is usually contextual. That is, the sentences in writing are very close to their lives.

This opinion aligns with Gardner [4] with his theory of multiple intelligences, especially verbal-linguistic intelligence. Verbal-linguistic intelligence can use languages including mother tongue and foreign language to express what is on the mind and understand other people. In addition, children who have more language intelligence than other children like to imitate sounds, language, read and write, learn and listen, read, write and discuss, listen effectively, understand, summarize, interpret and explain, and remember. What has been read, always trying to improve the use of language, creating new forms of language, working with writing, or liking spoken communication.
Someone with more verbal-linguistic intelligence than others have an advantage in interpreting language. Another thing obtained from people who have this intelligence is the attitude in treating language and other things directly or indirectly related to language. It can be shown from the four language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing). In this case, vocabulary is the wealth of words owned by a person or a language [5]. Lema is a word or phrase entered in the dictionary beyond the definition or other explanation given in the entry [6]. Entries are often also referred to as dictionary entries. The wealth of a person's vocabulary and knowledge is generally considered a reflection of his intelligence or level of education [7]. The richness of the vocabulary will be reflected in the written vocabulary.

Vocabulary is an essential part of a language. The more vocabulary a person has, the more capable (capable) he is in communicating. Learning vocabulary as a provision of one's communication should be developed throughout life because language is constantly evolving. This study aims to describe writing based on word limits (the number of words). The word limit is essential for writers. When you need to summarize a text with a limited number of words, your key points will be more straightforward. As a result, you will find sentences that say nothing. Knowledge of vocabulary is essential for students. The amount of vocabulary in the students' writing will show how many words the students have mastered.

2. METHODS

In this case, the documentation method [8] is used from several websites holding writing competitions or websites accommodating writing activities. The discussion was carried out by commenting on some of these websites. Comments refer to various things that are presented on the web. In this case, many websites offer competitions or facilitate writing activities with a word limit, ranging from 50 words, 100 words, 200 words, 250 words, 500 words, 750 words, 1,000 words, etc.

Only four will be discussed in this case, namely those that refer to 50 words, 100 words, 500 words, and 750 words. This is done because the five limitations are pretty popular on the web.

3. DISCUSSION

There are several types of writing with word limits, including 50 words, 100 words, 250 words, 500 words, 750 words, 1,000 words, etc. In this discussion, only four types of writing will be presented, namely 50 words, 100 words, 500 words, and 750 words. Here is the discussion.

3.1 Write 50 Words

Writing a 50-word story is on several websites. What's interesting is at the web [9].
The competition created by Chris Evans also presents a more specific topic regarding black lives matter and is popular in the UK. The website can be viewed on the web [12].

These two competitions are for children aged 5-13 years divided into two groups: ages 5-9 and ages 10-13. The topics are written more precisely because they are related to black lives, which is still a hot issue. These two competitions are intended for children aged 5 to 13 years. They want to hear children's voices. For children with kindergarten or elementary school age, this competition encourages them to write. The open topic (general) for the first and second competitions also needs to be appreciated. In writing these 500 words, children can tell various things close to their lives or within reach of their imagination. Reading children's writings will help parents explore knowledge and open the door to communication with children.

### 3.4 Write 750 Words

A 750-word story writing competition was held in the UK in writers-online. The website can be viewed at this site [13]. On the web, there are also other writing competitions, even up to thousands of words. More specifically, the winners of the 750-word contest can be seen at [14].

Writing 750 words is also popular on this site [15]. This site has been joined by 532,358 writers from all over the world. The motto is private, unfiltered, spontaneous, daily. It was written there that the site presented was. It says that the site offered is a new habit: Writing every day. What is presented is all online and private, not social media (blog, Facebook, etc.). Someone can try to write without worry because everything is personal, like a locked diary. The key is username and password. In that post, someone does not need to give a title, enable comments, or anything else. It is personal online writing in 750 words or the equivalent of three pages. Once it reaches the 750th word, it cannot be added anymore. This is good and awesome. Even in a day can also be written several writings; one article contains 750 words. In this program, we are asked to write without editing, and lets you know when you have passed the blessed 750 marks. And it gives you a nice big screen to write on, automatically saves as you write (like a typewriter), and automatically saves your writing as you go.

It was also mentioned that it was fun. Some points are earned when writing. The number of points will encourage us to write. It is fun to try to stay on streaks. The points are a way to play around with that. You can also see how others are doing points-wise if you are at all competitive that way. How I see it, points can motivate early on, and eventually, the joy of writing will kick in, and you will be writing without any external motivation at all.” Writing every day 750 words will make you Learn about yourself in the process. It is even stated that. Free and fun writing is simple therapy and can improve the quality of life in many ways. Others will read no need to pay, no need to worry about the writing. It is personal, like a diary. Even in some ways, writing like this is considered better than meditation.

This website designed by Buster Benson [15] and his wife Kellianne helps keep it running smoothly. Their facilities are also provided through questions and answers via Twitter or Facebook.

How to register for this program is relatively easy. You can enter directly by submitting an email. There is a certificate if you write 750 words per day continuously. But, this website is designed for writing in English. If we write in Indonesian, there will be some adjustments to the writing of words in the program, but it does not matter. In this program, we are asked to write without editing, write, and write until the comments cannot be added anymore because it is 750 words.

Writing these 750 words is exciting and a pretty simple process. Therefore, writing these 750 words can be used for habituation and adopted for learning.

### 4. CONCLUSION

From some of these sites, it appears that several things can be observed. First, it starts from a small number of 50 words to 750 words. Second, even for the 750 words, a place for writing is provided every day. There is also a 1000 word writing competition, but it is not explicitly used. Writing with a word limit will make the writer use more main words (no conjunctions). In addition, the writing will be more focused and reveal important things that are cooled. As for habituation and enjoyment, an essay can use the 750-word model. In addition to habituation and fun, writing 750 words can also be used for learning. Hopefully, in the future, there will be a unique website to facilitate personal writing activities made by Indonesians and applicable to all languages, ranging from 50 words to writing books (individual or you to you).
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